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I
nfrared spectroscopy is an important
analytical tool for chemistry, biology,
pharmacy, and medicine. Dipole- and

Raman-active modes provide key informa-
tion about structural and conformational
properties of smallmolecular species aswell
as larger units, such as proteins or peptides.
Unfortunately, the absorption and scatter-
ing cross-sections of molecules in the infra-
red are relatively low, which requires large
quantities for analysis. One way to over-
come this problem is the use of surface
enhanced methods, such as surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)
and surface enhanced infrared absorption
spectroscopy (SEIRA). In these cases, the
local electric field is strongly enhanced by
plasmonic effects at rough metal surfaces,
and hence, the lower detection limit is
reduced.
Recently, resonantly enhanced SERS and

SEIRA methods have been introduced.1�4

Halas and co-workers introduced a nanoshell-
covered large-area substrate that gives
simultaneous SERS and SEIRA enhance-
ment.5,6 They demonstrate picomolar sen-
sitivity and a 20000-fold SEIRA enhance-
ment in comparison to common infrared
absorption techniques. The SEIRA sensitivity
was even further increased to the attomolar
level by Neubrech et al.7 using specifically
tailored resonant nanoantennas. In particu-
lar, the detection of a monomolecular layer
of octadecanethiol (ODT) was demon-
strated using a simple Fourier-transform
microscope and light from a synchrotron.
Cubukcu et al.8 and Pryce et al.9 as well as

Lahiri et al.10,11 utilized metamaterial geo-
metries for SEIRA, however on small-area
samples fabricated by e-beam lithography.
To bring these advances into biology and
chemistry laboratories and allow for a
plethora of applications, large-area low-cost
fabrication is required.
Here we present an elegant solution to

this problem by introducing a low-cost
simple fabrication method for resonant
nanoantenna SEIRA substrates with cm2 of
defect-free areas which allow for easy ad-
justment to the desired vibrational frequen-
cies. We manufacture metallic split-ring-re-
sonator (SRR) metamaterial nanoantennas
using hole-mask colloidal nanolithography
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ABSTRACT

We use low-cost hole-mask colloidal nanolithography to manufacture large-area resonant

split-ring metamaterials and measure their infrared optical properties. This novel substrate is

employed for antenna-assisted surface-enhanced infrared absorption measurements using

octadecanethiol (ODT) and deuterated ODT, which demonstrates easy adjustability of our

material to vibrational modes. Our method has the potential to make resonant plasmon-

enhanced infrared spectroscopy a standard lab tool in biology, pharmacology, and medicine.
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followed by tilted angle metal evaporation. We pro-
duced several samples with different SRR geometries
and hence a set of different resonance frequencies to
demonstrate easy adjustability. SEIRA sensing down to
the monolayer sensitivity was observed for normal as
well as deuterated (d-) ODT. At the same time, our
manufacturing method represents an elegant method
to produce large-area and low-cost SRR metamaterials
with resonances in the near- and mid-infrared spectral
range.
We are going to explain how to manufacture the

hole-mask and the tilted-angle metal evaporation,
followed by the optical characterization of the reso-
nant SRR nanoantenna metamaterials, and demon-
strate SEIRA sensing in two different vibra-
tional frequency ranges with large sensitivity en-
hancement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The hole-mask fabrication is depicted in Figure
1a�d, which is based on a similar method as that
introduced by Fredriksson and co-workers.12 We spin
coat a PMMA layer with thickness h0 = 150�250 nm
onto a cleaned 1 cm2 silicon substrate, as shown in
Figure 1a, and subsequently treat the sample in an
oxygen plasma for a few seconds to decrease the
hydrophobicity of the polymer film. After charging the
PMMA layer with PDDA solution, we deposit a droplet of
water-suspended polystyrene (PS) spheres with 100 nm
diameter on the sample (see Figure 1b). The PMMA layer
is now covered with well separated PS spheres which
are arranged in a random spatial fashion. Afterward, a
thin oxygen plasma resistant film (5 nm Cr and 20 nm
Au) is evaporated on top of the sample, as shown in
Figure 1c, and then the PS spheres are removed. Finally,
an isotropic oxygen plasma etching step creates ex-
tendedholes in the PMMA layer underneath the holes in
the gold mask (Figure 1d).
The hole-mask is then utilized for the fabrication of

the split-ring-resonator metamaterial, which serves as
resonant nanoantenna SEIRA substrate. As shown in
Figure 1e, we evaporate gold to form the SRRs in a similar
fashion as our previously described nanosphere lithog-
raphy.13,14 Figure 1f shows the lift-off process. The whole
(1 cm2) sample is then covered with well separated,
randomly placed SRR structures with unique orientation
of their gaps.
Using this fabrication method, we can prepare

nanostructures over even larger areas. The size of
the sample is only limited by the fabricated homo-
geneous PMMA area using spin-coating. Using differ-
ent fabrication settings such as azimuthal angle θ and
polar angle j in combination with opening and
closing the shutter and using different evaporation
metals, we can control the various geometry and
material parameters of the structures very precisely.

The resolution depends only on the size of the used
nanospheres and can easily go down to a 50 nmmetal
line width and gap widths below 10 nm. The repeat-
ability and reliability is extremely high, as inhomoge-
neous broadening factors are rather limited during our
fabrication process.
The successful preparation of the metamaterial SRR

nanoantennas is shown is Figure 2. The scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images of large area
(Figure 2a,c) demonstrate the lowdefect concentration
of our method. Larger magnification (Figure 2b,d)
shows the SRR geometry details, the low inhomoge-
neous broadening, as well as the sufficient spacing
between neighboring elements. Figure 2e shows an
AFM image of a split-ring-resonator, and Figure 2f
shows a height profile along a cross-section to obtain
the maximum structure height of 25 nm.
To obtain the required field enhancement for SEIRA,

wematch thewavelength of the fundamental plasmon
mode of the split-ring-resonators with the vibrational
resonance of the molecule of interest. We simulate the
required geometry parameters using an FDTD code
(CST Microwave Studio). The refractive index of silicon
is assumed to be n = 3.45, and the permittivity of bulk
gold is described by a Drude model with plasma
frequencyωp = 1.37� 1016 Hz and a damping constant
κ = 1.2 � 1014 Hz. The gap size, the inner and

Figure 1. Fabrication scheme: (a) deposition of sacrificial
PMMA layer; (b) deposition of polystyrene spheres in an
arbitrarily distributed arrangement; (c) evaporation of oxy-
gen plasma resistant Au-mask; (d) removing polystyrene
spheres with ultrasonic bath and subsequent isotropic dry
etching leads to extended holes in PMMA layer; (e) evapora-
tion of the structures by tilted angle evaporation (polar
rotation angle j, azimuthal tilt angle θ); (f) lift-off of the
sacrificial PMMA layer.
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outer diameter, and the structure height are varied
in order to adjust the desired resonance wavelength.
The split-ring geometry allows for particularly easy
tuning of the resonance wavelength by simply varying
the gap opening angle. In comparison to linear anten-
nas the resonance frequency of split-ring-resonators
can be tuned without changing the area per split-ring-
resonator.
Optical characterization of the manufactured struc-

tures was carried out using a Fourier-transform infra-
red (FTIR) spectrometer (Bruker Vertex-80) attached
with an IR microscope (Bruker Hyperion II). Optical
spectra were obtained using an MCT-detector for
normally incident light polarization along and per-
pendicular to the SRR gap in reflectance geometry.
The bare silicon substrate serves as reference. We plot
relative reflectance on the y-axis which is larger than 1
as the background reflectance of silicon is only about
25% and the reflectance of the gold structures on the
substrate is significantly higher. Figure 3a compares
experimental results with FDTD simulations for polar-
ization along the gap, and Figure 3b for polarization
perpendicular to the gap, which show good agree-
ment. Different spectral linewidths arise probably
from residual inhomogeneous broadening from sur-
face roughness, from deviations of the gold dielectric
function, and due to interaction of neighboring split-
rings. The fundamental (Figure 3a) and second-order
plasmon resonance (Figure 3b) are clearly identified.
To demonstrate the SEIRA activity we covered the

SRRs with one monolayer of ODT (SH(CH2)17CH3) and
d-ODT (SD(CD2)17CD3), respectively. The preparation
of the sample with ODT is described in detail in the
Supporting Information. We choose ODT as the probe

molecule since its absorption characteristics on gold
is known from the preparation of self-assembled
monolayers15 and was recently applied to cover
nanoantennas for SEIRA.16 Because of the specific
binding of sulfur to gold, multilayer adsorption as
well as adsorption on surfaces other than gold is
inhibited. Furthermore, ODT features strong IR vibra-
tional bandsmainly provided by its CH2 groups, which
are well suited for our SEIRA experiments with vibra-
tional modes at 2855 cm�1 (λ = 3500 nm) and
2927 cm�1 (λ = 3420 nm) . Inconveniently, CH2 groups
are also present in organic residues, which for exam-
ple may originate from the PMMA used during the
fabrication process. To exclude such an unwanted
contribution to the enhanced ODT signals and to
demonstrate the easy adjustability of the SRRs in
SEIRA, we also carried out experiments with d-ODT
with vibrational modes at 2089 cm�1 (λ = 4790 nm)
and 2195 cm�1 (λ = 4560 nm).17

Reflection spectra of SRRs with a polar evaporation
angle of 180� before and after deposition of ODT are
shown in Figure 4a,b, for IR radiation polarized parallel
to the gap. In addition to the fundamental SRR reso-
nance, CH2 vibrations at 2855 cm

�1 (λ = 3500 nm) and
2929 cm�1 (λ = 3410 nm) (see inset) are observed after
deposition of ODT. Since no CH2 vibrations are visible
in the spectrum before ODT adsorption we conclude
that the appearance of the molecular vibrations origi-
nates from the resonantly enhanced near-fields of the
SRR excitation. This result also shows that no organic
residues containing CH2 are remaining on the SRRs and
therefore proves the success of O2 ashing. Measure-
ments in perpendicular polarization showno enhanced
signals after ODT deposition (Figure 4b), which proves

Figure 2. SEM images andAFMmeasurement of split-ring-resonators producedby hole-mask colloidal-lithography. (a,c) SEM
overview showing homogeneous, random coverage over large areas for two types of split-ring resonators. (b,d) Split-ring
resonators with 300 nmdiameter, 100 nmgoldwidth, and 25 nmgold thickness. The evaporation parameters are polar angle
range j = 180� (b) or j = 288� (d) and azimuthal angle θ = 22.5�. The split-rings are mostly well separated from each other.
(e) Three dimensional AFM image of a single split-ring-resonator withj = 180�. (f) Height profile of the split-ring-resonator in
panel e along the cross-section line shown in the upper left corner. The top height is about 25 nm.
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that our ODT concentration is below the detection limit
of standard IR spectroscopy. The signals are only reso-
nantly enhanced if ωODT roughly matches the far field
resonance frequency ωres. As known from theoretical
studies18,19 the maximum near-field enhancement is
expected at values slightly larger than ωODT/ωres = 1.
Thus the observed ODT signal can be further maxi-
mized by optimizing the SRR resonance with respect to
the vibrational bands.
A better match is achieved for SRRs with a polar

evaporation angle j = 288� covered with d-ODT, as
shown in Figure 5. We define the polarization along the
gap as 0�. Figure 5a shows the reflectance spectra of
the SRRs before the deposition of d-ODT for different
polarization. Choosing incident light polarization from
0 to 90�, one can select different metamaterial antenna

resonance positions. In particular, a polarization of 45�
exhibits three resonances throughout the near IR range.

Therefore, ourmaterial is perfectly suitable formultiline

resonantly enhanced SEIRA, as recently proposed.20,21

Modifying the SRR geometry to an elliptical shape

with suitably adjusted evaporation angles would give

us even the freedom to indepently tune the parallel

versus the perpendicular resonances with respect to

the gap.

Figure 3. Experimental (FTIR) and numerically simulated
(FDTD) reflectance spectra of the j = 180� split-ring-reso-
nators. The experimental spectra are normalized with re-
spect to the bare Si substrate. We plot relative reflectance
on the y-axis which is larger than 1 as the background
reflectance of silicon is only about 25% and the reflectance
of the gold structures on the substrate is significantly
higher. The left column shows the experimental results for
polarization of the incident electric field linearly polarized
parallel to the gap (a) and orthogonal to the gap (b). The
right column shows the simulated spectra for both polar-
izations and the current flow j (cartoon) as well as the color
coded (red = positive value, blue = negative value, same
scale for both plots) electric field Ez (component perpendi-
cular to structure) at the respective resonances.

Figure 4. Utilization of split-ring-resonators from Figure 2a,
b as SEIRA substrate. We show relative reflectance spectra
with bare Si reflectance as reference: (a) without monolayer
of ODT. Only the fundamental plasmon mode is visible for
excitation along the gap; (b) with monolayer of ODT and
light polarized along the gap, at 2924 cm�1 (3420 nm) and
2849 cm�1 (3510 nm), the antisymmetric and symmetric
CH2-stretch modes of ODT are visible as modulation of the
reflectance spectra; (c) with light polarized perpendicular to
the gap, the higher order plasmon mode at 1670 nm is
excited. Hence no SEIRA enhancement of the ODT vibra-
tional modes around 3400�3550 nm is visible.
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Figure 5b shows the reflectance spectra after the
deposition of d-ODT for the polarization 0�. Here the
symmetric CD2 vibration is at 2089 cm

�1 (λ= 4790 nm),
and the antisymmetric CD2 vibration at 2195 cm�1 (λ =
4560 nm) nearly coincides with the fundamental SRR
resonance. To verify the homogeneous distribution of
SRRs and the low defect concentration on our sample
we carried out laterally resolved IR spectroscopic mea-
surements in addition to the aforementioned SEM
analysis. A circular aperture with diameter of about
100 μm allows us to record relative reflectance spectra
at different sample positions with separation distances
in the millimeter range. As depicted in Figure 5b, the
plasmonic response of the SRRs as well as the en-
hanced d-ODT signal is nearly identical for different
positions on the sample. This fact confirms the extre-
mely homogeneous large-area fabrication of SRRs
using hole-mask colloidal nanolithography.

To perform a quantitative analysis we compared the
enhanced signal strength to the estimated reflectance
of a monolayer ODT (d-ODT) on a bare signal silicon
wafer. Since the ODT (d-ODT) signal in such a configura-
tion is below the noise level we estimated a signal from
infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) of
one monolayer ODT (d-ODT) on a gold wafer. Using
Fresnel equations for a three-layer system, as present in
previous IRRAS studies,22weobtained signal strengths of
about 0.0039% (antisymmetric CH2) and 0.0016%
(symmetric CH2) for one monolayer ODT on silicon. For
d-ODT we obtain 0.0026% (antisymmetric CD2) and
0.002% (symmetric CD2). To estimate enhancement
factors we need to consider the relative fractions of the
illuminated spot area effectively coveredwithmolecules.
While in IRRAS measurements the whole gold film is
covered by ODT, only a small part of the illumination
spot in SEIRA measurements is covered by molecules
due to the selective adsorption on the gold SRRs.
Further, due to the distribution of the electromagnetic
near-field around the SRRs the enhanced molecular
signal mainly originates from the ends of the SRRs.
Considering both effects we estimate enhancement
factors in our case up to 8000 for ODT covered SRRs
and up to 20000 for d-ODT covered SRRs.
Compared to SEIRA measurements using linear

antennas16,23 lower enhancement factors are observed,
which may be due to different crystalline quality as a
result of different fabrication processes. Additionally,
the surface roughness is expected to affect the SEIRA
signal enhancement. This does not mean that a per-
fectly smooth surface yields the highest enhancement
as for example known from SERS measurements. Also
carbon deposited during SEM imaging, which is only
partially removed by O2 ashing, may suppress ODT
(d-ODT) adsorption. Also, a major factor for lower SEIRA
enhancement is the high refractive index of the silicon
substrate. This effect can be understood in analogy to
propagating surface plasmons at metal-dielectric inter-
faces, where a larger portion of the electric field is
squeezed into the metal for materials with higher
dielectric constants.24 This effect reduces the field that
can interact with the ODT on top. CaF2 substrates will
allow for enhancement factors as large as 500000.7

CONCLUSIONS

Wehave demonstrated a low-cost and reliablemeth-
od to fabricate a large-area of cm2 size with extremely
homogeneous SRR metamaterials. We have further-
more proven their suitability for resonant antenna
SEIRA enhancement up to 20000-fold. Also, multiparti-
cle oligomer geometries,25�27 as well as stacked and
chiral geometries are possible with our new fabrication
method. Our method will allow in the future, due to
its ease of geometry variation, the fabrication of
low-cost and homogeneous large-area Fano-resonant

Figure 5. Utilization of split-ring-resonators from Figure 2c,
d as SEIRA substrate. We used the SRR fundamental plas-
mon mode around 4.4 μm. (a) Spectra of structures before
deuterated (d-) ODT deposition with linearly polarized light
at angles 0�, 45�, and 90� with respect to the gap, which is
illustrated in the inset. Different split-ring resonances at
around 1700, 2400, and 4400 nm can be excited. (b) Spectra
of the structures after d-ODT deposition using linearly
polarized light parallel to the gap. The different spectra
are measured at different positions of the sample, which is
illustrated in the cartoon in the lower right corner. All the
spectra show the same plasmon excitation and the same
d-ODT signal. This is a further proof for the homogeneity of
the sample. The spectra in the upper left corner show the
two strongest modes of d-ODT: antisymmetric CD2 stretch
at 2193 cm�1 (4559 nm) and symmetric CD2 stretch at
2086 cm�1 (4793 nm).
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asymmetric metamaterials20 for plasmon-induced
transparency assisted SEIRA. This should pave the road
toward a whole new generation of low-cost high-effi-
ciency infrared spectroscopymethods for pharmaceutical

drug screening and few-biomolecule detection with
zeptomolar sensitivity, thusmaking resonant plasmon-
enhanced spectroscopy a standard bio- and medical
lab tool.

METHODS
Hole-Mask Fabrication. We use a 380 μm thick polished silicon

substrate, which is cleaned with acetone and isopropanol in an
ultrasonic bath for about 10 min and then dried using nitrogen.
A 150�250 nm thick PMMA layer (Sigma Aldrich, 200k 4 wt % in
chlorobenzene AR-P 641.04) is spin coated onto the silicon
substrate and hard baked at 165 �C for 2 min. To decrease the
hydrophobicity of the polymer film, we treat the sample in an
oxygen plasma for 12 s (TECHNICS GMBH, PAV TePla 100-E, 250
mTorr, 50 W). We then immediately pipet a droplet of a
polyelectrolyte solution (Sigma Aldrich, PDDA, 0.2 wt % in
water) on top of the sample, to provide a net charge to the
PMMA layer. This is followed by rinsing the sample with deion-
ized water and drying in a nitrogen stream. After charging the
layer, we deposit a droplet of water suspended polystyrene (PS)
spheres (Polysciences, Polybead Microspheres 100 nm dia-
meter, 0.02 wt % in water), which is ultrasoniced for 30 min,
on the sample and rinse it away with deionized water after
1 min. In the next step, we put the sample into a hot water bath
(98 �C, 3 min) and dry it with nitrogen. The PMMA layer is now
covered with well separated PS spheres which are arranged in a
random spatial fashion. Subsequently, a thin oxygen plasma
resistant film (5 nmCr and 20 nmAu) is evaporated on top of the
sample. We used an ultrasonic bath with controllable power
(90 V, 12min) to remove the PS spheres afterward and obtained
a perforated gold layer on top of the thick PMMA layer. Finally,
an isotropic etching step (oxygen plasma, 7 min, 250 W, 1 Torr,
same machine as above) creates extended holes in the PMMA
layer underneath the holes in the gold mask. After the evapora-
tion process, the sacrificial PMMA layer is removed by immer-
sing the sample into 65 �C warm N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)
for 2 h, and the sample is then flushed with isopropanol.

Evaporation of SRRs. The evaporation process is carried out in
a modified thermal evaporation machine (Edwards E306). The
sample can be rotated inside the evaporation chamber in polar
and azimuthal directions using two vacuum-compatible step-
per motors. The control of the azimuthal angle θ and the polar
anglej in combination with the PMMA thickness h0 determines
the radius r and thegap size sof the SRRs, as shown in Figure 1e,f.
The radius r is given by

r ¼ h0 tan θ (1)

and the gap size s is determined by

s ¼ 2πr
360� � φ

360�
¼ 2πh0 tan θ

360� � φ

360�
(2)

The width of the SRRw is determined by the mask-hole dia-
meter, namely, the diameter of the used nanospheres. A layer
thickness monitor (crystal oscillator) is used to determine the
structure height h. First we evaporate a thin adhesion layer of
chromium onto the silicon substrate and subsequently evapo-
rate the gold. To calculate the obtained structure height h we
use a geometrical model, which is explained in the Supporting
Information, resulting in

h ¼ h1
45�w

jh0 tan θ
(3)

Here h1 is the evaporated material thickness, which is displayed
on the layer thickness monitor.

Preparation with ODT. After cleaning the SSRs with O2 plasma
(t = 30 s, 1 Torr, 250 W) in order to remove organic residuals, we
immersed the gold SRR supported by a Si Wafer in a 100 μmolar
solution of ODT (Sigma Aldrich) in ethanol for eight hours. SRR

prepared on a different Si-wafer covered with d-ODT (provided
by the Physical Chemical Institute, University Heidelberg) were
immersed in a 20 μmolar solution of d-ODT in ethanol for at
24 h. During this time a selective adsorption of ODT (d-ODT,
respectively) on gold SRRs took place. Afterward the samples
were rinsed with ethanol and dried using nitrogen flow to re-
move nonspecifically bound ODT (d-ODT) molecules. As a
result, samples with well-defined surface coverage (no mol-
ecules on Si, onemonolayer on gold SRRs) are obtained, which is
the precondition for a quantitative analysis of the SEIRA signals.
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